RYDAL MOUNT AND GARDENS

An Equality and Diversity Plan
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CURRENT POSITION
Overview
Rydal Mount was the family home of the well known romantic poet William Wordsworth and his
family from 1813 to the death of Mary Wordsworth in 1859. The house was bought by Mary
Henderson (nee Wordsworth), the great great grand daughter of William Wordsworth, in 1969 and
opened to the public on April 7th 1970. It remains owned by the Wordsworth family who have kept it
open to the public for the last 51 years.

Inclusion and Diversity at Rydal Mount
Rydal Mount retains a small core staff of 7 people. Within this small grouping we believe we are
already illustrating best practice of inclusion and diversity and woudl point out the following figures:

- We employ 5 women and 2 men
- We employ two people who are ethnically non-white British
- We employ 3 staff who are older than 60 years old
- We employ one member of staff who has slight physical impairment
We have always followed a ‘blind’ recruitment policy and would therefore look to continue this into the
future and emphasise its importance on all members of staff.
It should also be noted that one of the Trustees of Rydal Mount will be holding his same-sex marriage
at Rydal Mount in 2022 in a very public setting. The other trustee has been involved in the highest
levels of education where he was tasked with a similar policy at his school. Therefore the concept of
inclusion is rooted at the very top of this small organisation.
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FUTURE: EXTERNAL POLICY
Shifting the Focus: William Wordsworth
William Wordsworth is one of the best known poets of the English language and his poem, ‘The
Daffodils’ is one of the first poems taught at school. Whilst we remain keen to champion his poetry we
are also keen to bring to everyone’s attention Wordsworth’s ‘green’ credentials. He, through his love of
nature and hatred of the industrialisation of Victorian England, can lay claim to being the grandfather
to the ‘environmental movement’.
At Rydal Mount we are keen to ensure this focus os shifted from purely the poetry to Wordsworth’s
core beliefs. This will help bring Wordsworth and his gardens at Rydal Mount to the notice of a much
wider socio-economic audience and widen the visitor base we hope to attract to Rydal Mount. We will
do this through events at Rydal Mount and an active social network programme that will take a number
of years to show results. We will also be partnering with local universities to participate in various green
accounting ideas and putting together new environmentally sensitive business models.
Shifting the Focus: Wordsworth women
For the last 250 years William Wordsworth has been almost the entire focus of visitor interest at Rydal
Mount. Whilst this is not unjustified the importance of the women in his life has never been fully
explored and exposed to the wider public. Rydal Mount was full of intelligent and gifted women whose
talents have not been fully recognised due to their sex.
The most notable of these is Dorothy Wordsworth, William Wordsworth’s sister. She is often described
as the best writer of English who did not want to be published. Her journals, both at Grasmere and
also at Rydal (which are soon to be published) are very evocative. We believe that by highlighting
Dorothy Wordsworth we will be going some way to re-balance 250 years of history.
This will also aim to increase our reach to a new audience who will now visit Rydal Mount as the home
of some uniquely brilliant women. This policy will be done in conjunction with other Wordsworth
houses and through readings and talks given at Rydal Mount and further afield.
UPDATE - FEBRUARY 2021
Rydal Mount is, with the University of Cumbria, nalising various green programmes where a student will be
tasked in putting forward studies on Rydal Mount’s green credentials. With their help we will be putting
Wordsworth at the forefront of environmental progress
We have now released a lm from an eminent Dorothy Wordsworth scholar, and have more planned,in order to
make 2022 a year we can focus on Dorothy Wordsworth.
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Education: Local reach
At Rydal Mount we believe that poetry is often seen as the preserve of the establishment. This is
certainly not what it was when Wordsworth was alive and he was a radical who wrote poetry in the
language of the ‘common man’.
At Rydal Mount we have frequently held poetry competitions for all the local schools in Cumbria and
awarded prizes for the best poems. The winning poem is displayed at Rydal Mount and can get national
coverage.
This poetry competition has been disrupted by Covid, but it is our intention to restart this in 2022.
Sending these invites out to all schools in Cumbria improves our demographic reach and socioeconomic impact. Our aim is to keep poetry alive for everyone and ensure our visitors to Rydal Mount
come from the widest possible backgrounds.
Education: National reach
Rydal Mount is also wanting to extend the poetry competition to a national audience. This will be done
in conjunction with emphasising the environmental aspect of Wordsworth’s work.
We are also putting in place educational tours at Rydal Mount that teach students about Wordsworth
using some original manuscripts and books that belonged to the poet. This again is an attempt to bring
poetry to a wider demographic.

UPDATE - February 2022
The delayed poetry competition for the local schools will be awarded in Q2 2022 - with a new outreach
happening thereafter and an enhanced poetry competition is being envisaged.
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FUTURE: INTERNAL POLICY
Although we have a relatively small staff we are proud of our current level of inclusion and diversity.
However, there are a number of ongoing policies that we will continue to promote and follow,
including:

- A Blind Recruitment Policy: When we do hire new staff we will continue to hold their ages, sex and
other characteristics as irrelevant to their ability to do the job. All candidates will be interviewed by
more than one person, so that there is less chance of any interview bias.

- Intolerance of micro-aggression: In a small staff any comments or actions that cause unease or
distress amongst members of staff can be unhealthy if left unchallenged. Rydal Mount has a zerotolerance policy on this sort of ‘micro-aggression’ which it will continue to pursue and encourage.

- Promoting Staff Engagement: Although a small staff frequently the rota means that staff do not
work together for many months. We promote general staff meetings and, especially when the
trustees are at Rydal Mount, encourage staff events.

- Promote compassionate leadership: The trustees have endeavoured to embed compassion within the
operating of Rydal Mount. The trustees and staff have identified the behaviours that they expect to
be displayed with the staff, and also, of course, to the general public.

- Provide opportunities for feedback: Staff are encouraged to provide feedback to the Trustees of
Rydal Mount for improving inclusion and diversity and the smooth running of the business.
UPDATE - February 2022
A new curator has recently been installed. We have chosen a much younger candidate - Leo Finighan.
This was speci cally done in order to align Rydal Mount’s policies with the new best practice that Leo is
more aware of and will help the whole of Rydal Mount in adhering to.
We are actively working with Leo in order to engage with the younger demographic.

CONCLUSION
Rydal Mount is trying to improve inclusion and diversity both in it audience / visitor base as well as
promoting best practice in its staff.
The external initiatives are longer-term in scope and the change of focus and educational programmes
will be continued over the next 5-10 years.
On the staff-related internal policiers the Trustees are very aware of best practice in this field. They, in
conjunction with the staff, will continue to improve and refine the inclusion and diversity best practice.
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